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If you are a abstract artist you are able to achieve some really beautiful results using watered-lower
acrylic fresh paint. This can be techniques that I've been using for several many I've offered many
works of art by using this painting technique.

The end result is dependent upon how liquid you are making the fresh paint not to mention the
selection of colours however it can resemble 'marbled' works of art in addition to swirling seas and
sands.

So to begin with you have to choose which colors you want to make use of. You should check
another of my articles on fundamental color theory if you want to understand which colours go best
together.

After you have made the decision this you'll need some empty plastic containers to mix the fresh
paint. Constitute a minimum of 5 different colors to own painting some variety. It may be beneficial
to check the colours first on the spare canvas to check on they go well together. Have a very good
number of contrasting depths of colour.

Water lower the fresh paint within an approximate 1 part fresh paint to at least one part water
mixture. You'll really should test this to see what gives the greatest results. If one makes the fresh
paint too dilute it will just encounter the center from the canvas. If one makes it too thick it won't mix
well using the other colors.

If you have mixed the fresh paint, pour it to the canvas within an approximate pattern of methods
you would like it to look. After you have put all the colours around the canvas, make use of a spatula
or something like that much like make certain all the fresh paint joins which no canvas shows
through. After that you can slightly tilt the canvas to obtain some designs in to the fresh paint. Keep
slanting in a variety of directions till you have a pattern you're pleased with.

For those who have used an excessive amount of fresh paint which is all pooling in the center,
you've got a handful of options. Firstly you can pour the fresh paint off the corner from the canvas.
This could give some interesting results so it's nothing like you're wasting the painting. You can
preserve the fresh paint for an additional time. Another is by using a syringe to consider off a few of
the fresh paint. Leave the painting to dry a minimum of overnight before varnishing it and edging it.

This really is a terrific way to make beautiful abstract works of art particularly if you make a fantastic
choice of colours.
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